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Introducing CLEAR™ The Next Generation Screen Protector.
CLEAR™ is the next generation in smartphone protection that significantly reduces
the potentially harmful effects of radiation, and improves both the phone’s signal
strength and battery charge, all delivered in a standard easy-to-apply, anti-smudge,
anti-scratch and anti-glare screen protector.
CLEAR™ is the only screen protector that puts a radiation shield between your
head and your phone.
With all the controversy and conflicting reports about smartphone radiation and its
effects on your health, a number of products are being marketed that claim to
reduce the potentially harmful impacts of radiation. These devices come in a variety
of forms – a smartphone case, an insert, a sticker, a chip or a pocket patch. However,
none of these products are able to eliminate or reduce the cellular radiation that is
absorbed by the head and brain because none of these devices function between
the head and brain and the source of the cellular radiation.
With more and more available apps, games and data being downloaded, users
remain connected longer, which increases the chance of radiation affecting your
health. And with younger users using smartphones, the risk to them is even greater
because their heads and skulls are not full developed therefore more likely to
absorb the cellular radiation. With all the conflicting reports, who knows for sure? But
why take the risk when there is now an inexpensive, easy-to-use solution that
redirects radiation away from your head and brain when you are using your
smartphone.
CLEAR™ protects against potentially harmful smartphone radiation, which both
government and private studies claim to have potential links to Cancer.
CLEAR™ is the only smartphone screen protector that includes the added benefit of
improving your phone’s signal strength, generating good to excellent connections in
nearly all circumstances.
CLEAR™ can also prolong your battery usage time, increasing the time between
charges.
CLEAR™ uses patent pending Bandpass Filter technology that incorporates
advanced Hybrid Carbon Nanotube technology. This precisely tuned technology
PROTECTS you from cellular radiation that would otherwise pass through the screen
and be absorbed by the head and brain. As a screen protector sitting between your
head and your phone, CLEAR™ redirects the radiation outward and away from you.
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This patent pending technology is delivered by the CLEAR™ team. The team has
adapted highly sophisticated techniques used in large powerful wireless antennas
today, and has incorporated them to work with smartphones as the Next Gen Screen
Protector.
Independent third party tests were performed on CLEAR™ in an RF Anechoic
Chamber used to test Radio Frequency characteristics including the amount of
radiation emitted from an antenna. The tests show how much radiated power that
goes from the screen to a smartphone users head and brain is redirected by using
CLEAR™. With CLEAR™ Next Gen Screen Protector up to 100% of the emitted
radiation coming from the screen is redirected.
CLEAR™ uses renewable resource materials to make it work and is 99% transparent
to the human eye.
CLEAR™ PROTECTS YOU FROM POTENTIALLY HARMFUL RADIATION
CLEAR™ is a radiation shield that PROTECTS the user from as much as 100% of
cellular radiation emissions from reaching your head and brain, which means less
potential harm to your health.
CLEAR™ PROVIDES YOUR PHONE WITH A STRONGER SIGNAL
CLEAR™ does not absorb the radiation. It redirects the smartphone signal along with
the radiation out and away from you. This redirection also concentrates and provides
a stronger usable signal generating good to excellent connections in nearly all
circumstances.
CLEAR™ PROLONGS YOUR BATTERY CHARGE
Like anything else, when you work less you spend less energy. So as CLEAR™
strengthens your signal, your smartphone works less and the drain on your battery is
reduced. Now your phone can last longer between charges…up to 40% longer.
CLEAR™ - NEXT GEN SMARTPHONE PROTECTION.
With all the confusion over whether or not radiation from our smartphones produces
potentially damaging effects to our bodies, including cancer, the CLEAR™ team has
found a way to address this serious health issue and to protect us and our loved
ones.
CLEAR™ is an innovative tech company whose roots are based in providing
advanced tech solutions to the wireless industry. CLEAR™ has spent millions of
dollars and thousands of man-hours adapting highly sophisticated techniques that
are used in large powerful wireless antennas today and has incorporated these
techniques into a format suitable for use with smartphone screen protectors.
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